WESTMORLAND DAMSON ASSOCIATION

GROWING DAMSONS

Damsons are very tolerant of altitude, soil type, acidity and alkalinity. They are not very deep rooted and will tolerate anything but solid peat and heavy clay. There are damson trees in Scotland so they will grow fairly far North. They like a damp climate, except at blossom time, when it interferes with pollination. They do not like their roots to stand in swampy conditions.
Prolonged rain when the fruit is well formed causes the fruit to expand rapidly, sometimes splitting the fruit, which spoils the appearance and keeping qualities rather than the taste.
Damsons cannot tolerate being overshadowed by larger trees and even the under-branches of damson trees, being deprived of light, tend to die back.
Cutting out this dead material improves the tree and eases picking. Damson trees in turn will tend to keep down other bushes which grow underneath them. Some people do not like damson trees in hedges for this reason although alone, if trimmed, they make reasonable but not stockproof hedges. They were often planted along the edges of fields in Westmorland, close to walls in many cases.
Damsons can be grown from damson stones but the stones are difficult to germinate and the resultant tree could vary slightly from its parent in its cropping propensity. Certain firms specialise in preparing stones for propagation and the Westmorland Damson Association has had one batch of stones grown into small seedling trees. In nature, like some other seeds, they might have to be eaten by birds or animals to make them fertile. Damson stones are a favourite diet of Hawfinches, and sheep and pigs enjoy eating the fruit.
Westmorland damsons are a type of Shropshire Prune, possibly the Blue Violet. They are smaller but certainly have a better flavour than damsons from further South such as Cheshires or Merryweathers (Nottingham). Damson trees purchased from plant nurseries and garden centres will almost always be one of these southern varieties. Many damsons available in supermarkets are from the Continent and are very bland.
In addition to the germination of stones, the Damson Association is starting to experiment with grafting on to local and also dwarf stocks such as St Julien. Generally, however, Westmorland Damson trees are not grafted onto a different rootstock and this means that the shoots which sprout up from the roots of a mature damson tree, called suckers, are genetically the same as the parent tree and can be separated and planted to provide new trees. Most mature damson trees will have suckers, perhaps several yards from the main tree, unless they are grazed or mown off. These suckers may be separated and dug up at any height from six inches to six feet. They are likely to have very little root but growth is usually successful.
Before planting a sucker or seedling, a small area say three feet diameter, should have the grass removed by digging over or by using a weedkiller such as "Roundup". A little manure or other fertiliser may be dug in, but in many cases nothing at all is put down and the tree still grows and crops well. Some people put in a small amount of John limes or similar when planting to give them a start.
Transplanting is best done in November/December but any frost-free time during the winter seems suitable. Precautions should be taken against deer as the young bucks will strip off the bark when rubbing, in their territory marking routine, as well as eating young growth. Rabbits will also damage small suckers.
Small diameter tree tubes do not work too well for protection as damson branches seem to object to being crushed back. Wider guards, or best of all, full deer fencing is recommended. Clematis netting in a tube shape is useful for the protection for individual trees. In the early stages it will be necessary to water the young trees, particularly if the summer after planting is hot and dry.
Damsons are self-fertilising but may crop better if planted in groups spaced at least 5 yards apart. If left alone they tend to form thickets as the suckers grow between the trees.
In the early years of growth it is sometimes advisable to cut the end ofFthe leader shoot and possibly the ends of spreading branches to keep the tree within manageable dimensions. This is best only done once and should be done in the summer months to prevent infection by the Silver Leaf fungus. Pruning, with the exception of the above and thinning the dead branches, is best not done.
Damsons in a hollow are more prone to frost than in open ground. This will not harm the tree but might affect the crop in some years. The suckers will crop when about 8 years old, usually when they are about five feet high. Not every year will produce a good crop. Some people claim that you get a bumper crop about every 7 years, followed by a bad year, but a very important factor is the weather at blossom time. Exposure to cold winds may be as damaging as frost, and poor weather will discourage the insects which assist pollination.
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